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Abstract 
For conventional air-conditioner, heat absorbed from air conditioning room is dispersed into the atmosphere through 
air-cooled condenser. In order to recover the waste heat, water-cooled condenser can be employed in conventional 
air-conditioner which would operate as an air-water heat pump system. This scheme has been applied in a suburban 
residential building in Tianjin. A series of experimental investigations were conducted to test operational 
performance of the heat pump equipment. The results are shown that coefficient of performance (COP) got 10% 
improvement and the average temperature of tank water affects COP of the equipment working as air-water heat 
pump significantly. 
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1. Introduction
Air-cooled air-conditioner is now widely used in residential and commercial buildings, with the
development of civil engineering, building service equipment such as air conditioning system needs 
higher energy efficiency. Then the heat dissipated from air-cooled condenser of conventional air-
conditioner has been considered to be reused. And air-conditioner combined with hot water making is 
proposed to improve operational performance [1-3]. 
An air-water heat pump scheme proposed in this paper is shown in Fig.1. Green dashed arrows indicate 
the direction of refrigerant flow. Water-cooled condenser connects with air-cooled condenser in parallel 
in the conventional air-conditioner thermodynamic cycle. In summer, this equipment draws heat from 
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cooling room and releases the heat to water tank and atmosphere. Pump1 transports heated water from 
water-cooled condenser to water tank continuously. Pump 2 transports cooled water in evaporator to 
terminal equipments such as fan-coil for residential room cooling.  
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram and prototype machine configuration of air-water heat pump 
Water temperature in water tank affects operational performance of the equipment. With the increase 
of water temperature in water tank, heat-transfer performance of water-cooled condenser gets weakened. 
Then a control strategy is considered to maintain the equipment operating efficiently.  The operation 
states of the air-water heat pump system are shown in Table1.  
Table 1. Operation states of air-water heat pump 
Devices
Air conditioning and hot water making 
STATEA STATEB STATEC 
T1＜35℃ 35℃≤T1＜40℃ T1≥40℃
V1 ON ON OFF 
V2 OFF ON ON 
V3 ON ON OFF 
V4 OFF ON ON 
PUMP1 ON ON OFF 
In the literature [4], a prototype machine was manufactured based on the scheme mentioned above and 
a series of basic operational performance data of the equipment has been gained in laboratory through 
some experiments. In this paper, further investigations on cooling performance and heat recovery 
potential of the equipment were conducted in practice. More valuable data about operational performance 
is gained. 
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2. Experimental investigations on operational performance in practice 
The air-water heat pump system was applied in a suburban residential building with 490m2
construction area, as shown in Fig.2. The equipment has 30kw rated cooling capacity. Heat meters are 
installed at water side for both evaporator and water-cooled condenser. Then the practical cooling 
capacity and heat recovery can be measured. And wattmeter is installed for measurement of electricity 
consumption.  
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Fig.2. Practical engineering application of air-water heat pump 
During the experimental investigations, water-cooled condenser was manually switched off, air-water 
heat pump turned into conventional air-conditioner. Under similar working condition, COP is employed 
to evacuate operational performance of the equipment either worked as air-water heat pump or operated 
as conventional air-conditioner. 
   COP is defined as: 
            COP= Q/P                                                                                              (1) 
Where Q is practical cooling capacity of the equipment, which is measured by heat meter with two 
temperature sensors installed at supply pipe and return pipe of the evaporator respectively and a flow 
meter installed at return pipe; P is the electronic power consumption of the unit, which is measured by 
wattmeter.   
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3. Results and discussion 
A series of experimental investigations were conducted on the equipment in typical summer weather of 
Tianjin. Outdoor temperature varied from 30℃ to 34.5℃.
Fig.3 shows comparison of COP between conventional air-conditioner and air-water heat pump. It 
indicates that the equipment got higher performance when working as air-water heat pump. The average 
COP got about 10% improved when working as air-water heat pump. After outdoor temperature went up 
to 33℃, COP decreased more significantly when working as conventional air-conditioner. 
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Fig.3.Operational performance comparison between air-water heat pump and conventional air-conditioner 
Fig.4 shows the effect of water tank average temperature on COP of the equipment working as air-
water heat pump. As heat is recovered from water-cooled condenser, water tank average temperature 
increases, at the same time heat-transfer performance in water-cooled condenser gets weakened, it can be 
shown from temperature difference between inlet and outlet of the water-cooled condenser. Pupm1 
transports water with constant velocity, temperature difference between inlet and outlet of the water-
cooled condenser decreases continuously. After average temperature in water tank got 35℃ , COP 
decreased significantly. When the average temperature in water tank gets 37℃, COP reduced to 2.8, 
slightly higher than that of conventional air-conditioner. During the experiments, water temperature of 
water tank with 1.5m3 went up to 40℃ through heat recovery from water-cooled  condenser. 
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Fig.4.The effect of average temperature in water tank on COP of air-water heat pump 
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4. Conclusions and recommendations 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental investigations: 
·The operational performance of air-water heat pump gets improved when compared with conventional 
air-conditioner; 
·That outdoor weather affected operational performance of air-water heat pump is not as significantly as 
that of air-conditioner;  
·Average temperature in water tank affects COP of the equipment working as air-water heat pump 
significantly; 
Further investigations should be conducted as follows: 
·Optimal control strategy of the equipment should be analysis deeply according to hot water use in 
practice;
·Thermal storage material should be employed in water tank connecting water-cooled condenser of air-
water heat pump in order to further reduce outdoor weather influence on operational performance; 
·Technical and economic analysis of the air-water heat pump system as well as operational control 
strategy for engineering application should be studied deeply. 
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